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1. INTRODUCTION

DAΦNE, the Frascati Φ-factory1, is a twin ring e+ e- collider. The target luminosity
(L = 5x1032 cm-2s-1) will be achieved with a maximum number of 120 stored
bunches, crossing at an horizontal half angle of 12.5 mrad.

The two rings share two 10 m long Interaction Regions (IRs), where the opposite
beams travel off-axis and cross at the Interaction Point (IP). Two experiments, KLOE2

and FI.NU.DA.3,will be installed in each one of the IRs. For the collider
commissioning a DAY-ONE IR design4 without detectors is foreseen, which can be
used also on one IR in case only one of the experiments is installed in the rings for a
certain period.

The fringing field multipolar expansion can be deduced from the longitudinal
behaviour of the IR quadrupole field gradients, and introduced in the IR optics de-
scription. The DAY-ONE IR has been used to make some preliminary considerations
on the effect of these non-linearities on the beam optics of the ring.

2. QUADRUPOLE POTENTIAL

The analytical expressions of the magnetic field near the axis can be derived from
the general expression of the multipolar magnetic potential5,6,7. Following for example
Bassetti's formalism, the scalar magnetic multipolar potential of order m in cylindrical
coordinates can be written as:

Pm(r,q,z) = 
rm sin(mq)

m!
  Gm(r,z) (2.1)

where defining

Gm(r,z) = 
 ∞
 Σ
k=0

 Gm2k (z) r2k (2.2) 

the functions Gm2k(z) satisfy the following recurrence relationship:

Gm2k(z) = (-1)k 
m!

4k(m+k)! k!
  

∂2k Gm o

∂  z2 k
  (2.3)
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A potential not depending on z contains only the first term of the sum (2.2) for
each multipole, while if there is dependence on z, as in the fringing region of the
quadrupole, the quadrupolar potential becomes:

 P2(x,y,z) = xy [ G20(z) + G22(z) r 2 + G24(z) r 4 + ... ] (2.4)

The field components, dropping terms of order higher than third, are then:

Bx(x,y,z)= y [G20(z) + (3x2 + y2) G22(z)] (2.5)

By(x,y,z)= x [G20(z) + (x2 + 3y2) G22(z) ] (2.6)

Bz(x,y,z)= xy [ 
∂G20(z)

∂  z
   +  (x2 + y2) 

∂G22(z)

∂  z
  ] (2.7)

where, according to (2.3)

G22(z) = - 
 1
12

 
∂2G20(z)

∂  z2
 (2.8)

If there is no dependence on the longitudinal coordinate, these field components
coincide with the usual linear description. The function G22 adds cubic terms; it dif-
fers from a pure octupole in the coefficients of the xnym terms, and it is usually
called pseudo-octupole. It must be pointed out that the third component Bz is essen-
tial to satisfy Maxwell equations, up to the truncation order.

3. QUADRUPOLAR POTENTIAL ALONG THE DAY-ONE IR

The DAY-ONE low beta IR layout consists of two quadrupole triplets on each side
of the IP4, plus one quadrupole placed on the IP, which is used as a fourth pa-
rameter to increase the flexibility of the IR design. The five central quadrupoles are
30 cm long and their bore radius is 5 cm. The two outer ones have larger apertures
(±10 cm) and are 40 cm long. The nominal half crossing angle is θcross = 12.5mrad;
the optics is designed to be compatible with θcross from 10 to 15mrad. Figure 1
represents the beam central trajectory in half IR for the different crossing angles.
The trajectory passes in the three first quadrupoles at less than 3 cm from the axis,
while inside the outer quadrupole the distance from the axis increases up to 5.6 cm
for θcross = 15 mrad.

FIGURE 1.  Beam Central Trajectory in half IR for θcross = 10, 12.5, 15 mrad.
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Once determined the function G20, all the field components are known for each
quadrupole. Two methods have been used for this purpose.

First, the functions G20 and G22 have been deduced from the field measurements
on the smaller quadrupole prototype8. Then the analytical formulae for the functions
Gnm given in Bassetti's note7 have been used; they are deduced from the expression
of the potential created by a current distribution Is on a cylindrical surface.

In particular, for a surface extending from -ZL to ZL and radius R, the function G20
is:

G20(z) = 
µoIs

R2
   9

8
 fo(t) - f1(t) + 

3
8
 f2 (t )   | 

tmax
tmin

 (3.1)

with

fk(t) = 





 
t

  R2  + t2
  2k+1  

∂fk(t)

∂z
  = - (2k+1) 

R2

t3
  fk+1(t) (3.2)

and tmax = ZL - z; tmin = - ZL - z. All the even(odd) derivatives of G20 can be written as

linear combinations of fk(t) ( 
∂fk(t)

∂z  ).

The functions G20 evaluated with the two methods show a good agreement (see
Fig. 2), so that in the following the analytical expressions will be used. They can also
be used to describe the larger quadrupole. Figure 2a represents the G20 profile for
the two quadrupole types. The analytically derived function G22 is plotted in Fig. 2b;
to be noticed that for the same maximum gradient, the pseudo octupole function
extends over a larger region for the larger radius quad, but its integrated strength is
lower.

a) b)

FIGURE 2. a) Analytical function G20(z) for the two quadrupole types (1: solid; 2: dashes),
G20(z) as deduced from measurements for type 1 quadrupole (dots);

b) Analytical function G22(z) for the two quadrupole types (1: solid; 2: dashes).
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4. FRINGING FIELD ON OFF-AXIS  TRAJECTORY

The non linear fringing field effects are investigated by integrating the particle
motion along the IR with the field components deduced from the function G20. To
explain the following results it is useful to expand the field components around the
central trajectory ∆x. The betatron oscillation is xβ = x - ∆x, and defining:

A0(z) = ∆x G20(z) + ∆x3 G22 (z)

A1(z) = G20(z) + 3 ∆x2 G22 (z)

A2(z) = 3 ∆x G22(z)  

A3(z) = G22(z)

the field components are:

Bx = A1(z) y + A3(z) y3   + 3 (2 ∆x + xβ) G22(z) xβy (4.1)

By = 
 3

 Σ
n=0

  An(z) xn
β   + A2(z) y2 + 3 xβy2 G22 (z) (4.2)

 Bz = A'0(z) y+ A'2(z) y3/3 + [G'20 (z)+(3∆x2 + r2)G'22(z)] xβ y + 3∆x G'22(z) x 2β   y (4.3)

(where r2 = x 2
β  + y2, and the primes indicate differentiation with respect to z of the

functions Gnm and not of ∆x). The functions An(z) describe the part of the field de-
pending on only one of the coordinates.

The 4x4 linear jacobian around ∆x in half IR has been computed. Since the
coupling is determined by non-linear terms the jacobian results uncoupled. The linear
optics and therefore the optical functions depend on θcross, because the quadrupole
gradients around the off-axis trajectory are described by the function A1(z). The
resulting phase advance change is plotted in Fig. 3, adding the contribution of both
IRs. It is larger in the vertical plane, because of the strong vertical IR focusing.

FIGURE 3. Difference between the phase advance off-axis and the phase advance
on axis adding the contribution of the two IRs.

Multiturn tracking has been performed by integrating the particle motion along the
IR and applying the linear matrix from the IR end to its beginning, matched to the
values obtained from the jacobian computation. The IP has been set as the ob-
servation point of the phase plane. Other non-linearities of the lattice are not taken
into account.

In the horizontal plane a slight phase advance increase with the amplitude (see
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Fig. 4) appears. It becomes significant only after 10 σx, which is the nominal limit of
the ring aperture. It is almost constant with the crossing angle. In fact the cubic term
A3(z), main responsible for the tune shift with amplitude, does not depend on θcross.
The total tune shift can be computed by including the effect of the fringing fields of
all the ring quadrupoles.

FIGURE 4. Horizontal and vertical phase advance increase versus amplitude
for nominal tunes due to one IR contribution.

The motion in the vertical plane, for initial xβ=x'β=0, transfers some momentum to
the horizontal plane; the induced horizontal oscillation amplitude is proportional to the
square of the vertical amplitude, and to θcross (see Fig. 5). It is bounded, and for the
nominal coupling factor (κ = 0.01) negligible with respect to the natural beam
horizontal dimensions. Figure 5b as an example represents the horizontal phase plane
of a particle with initial coordinates xβ=x'β=y'=0, y=10σy (at κ = 0.01) and θcross = 12.5
mrad. The vertical phase advance increase with the amplitude, which, as expected,
does not depend on θcross, is plotted in Fig. 4.

FIGURE 5.  a) Induced horizontal oscillation amplitude as a function of vertical amplitude
for the three different crossing angles, at the nominal tunes and nominal coupling factor.

b) Horizontal phase space of a particle with initial coordinate
s xβ=x'β=y'= 0, y=10σy  and θcross = 12.5 mrad.

Tracking particles with non negligible amplitude oscillations in both transverse
planes results in a distortion of the transverse phase planes. It is negligible in the
horizontal one, while an enlargening of the vertical ellipse appears, which increases
with the horizontal amplitude and with the crossing angle. The effect is essentially
due to the longitudinal component of the magnetic field, in particular to the last term
in expression (4.3), which, being proportional to the square of xβ, does not average to
zero on one horizontal oscillation. It means that a particle with any vertical amplitude
when passing on the edges of the horizontal distribution will get an increase of its
vertical invariant. If the vertical dimensions were comparable to the horizontal ones,
for example for a non-flat beam, also the horizontal plane would be perturbed.
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The vertical invariant with the nominal Twiss parameters at the IPWy  = y2/βy + βy  y'
2) is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of revolutions for a particle with
1,5,10 σx  and 1 σy, together with the corresponding vertical phase space for the
nominal tune values (5.18, 6.15) and nominal crossing angle.

FIGURE 6. Vertical invariant versus turns (normalized to the vertical emittance
at the nominal coupling εy = 1 10-8 m rad) for a particle starting

with y = σy, y' = 0.  and x =1 (top), 5 (center) 10 (bottom) σx.for the nominal tunes.
Corresponding vertical phase space.

The relative variation of Wy at different vertical amplitudes is constant for the same
horizontal amplitude. As in any coupling effects the magnitude of the distortion
depends on the machine tune, and for the nominal tunes is not harmful. The relative
variation of <Wy>, where the average is taken over 1000 turns, is shown in Fig. 7, for
some of the foreseen DAφNE working points.

FIGURE 7. Variation in percentage of Wy in the most significant cases.

CONCLUSIONS

The fringing fields in the low-beta quadrupoles is not dangerous for DAφNE
operation. It produces different effects: one is a modification of the linear optics,
which can be easily computed and matched to the ring arc optics. There is also an
effect of non linear coupling of the transverse planes, which for some tune values can
produce a vertical emittance increase for particles in the horizontal distribution tails.
In the considered cases this increase is not dangerous (a maximum of 15% on the
vertical invariant). Anyway, if necessary, it can be corrected by shifting the machine
tune. Finally there is the well known tune shift on the amplitude, which is due to the
pseudo-octupolar function and not to the off-axis trajectory, and which is present in
all the ring quadrupoles.
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